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  The Feast of Fiction Kitchen Jimmy Wong,Ashley Adams,2020-04-28 Recipes
from Feast of Fiction, the innovative YouTube show featuring fantastical and
fictional recipes inspired by books, movies, comics, video games, and more.
Fans of Feast of Fiction have been clamoring for a cookbook since the channel
debuted in 2011. Now it’s here! Just as they do on the small screen, hosts
Jimmy Wong and Ashley Adams whip up their real-life interpretation of
fictional dishes to pay homage in a genuine, geeky, and lively way. Jimmy
brings a wealth of gamer and nerd cred to the table, and baker extraordinaire
Ashley provides the culinary wisdom. The quirky duo offer an array of
creative and simple recipes, featuring dishes inspired by favorites such as
Star Trek and Adventure Time, as well as Butterbeer (Harry Potter), A
Hobbit’s Second Breakfast, Mini “Dehydrated” Pizzas (Back to the Future),
Sansa’s Lemon Cakes (Game of Thrones), and dishes from the niches of gaming,
comics, and animation such as Fire Flakes (Avatar), Poke Puffs (Pokemon), and
Heart Potions (The Legend of Zelda). With 55 unique and awesome dishes, this
long-awaited cookbook will help inspire a pop culture dinner party, a fun
night at home with family and friends, or an evening on the couch thinking
about what you could be cooking!
  The Demands of Art Max Raphael,1968
  EMILY: The Cookbook Emily Hyland,Matthew Hyland,2018-10-16 The husband-and-
wife team behind one of New York City’s and Nashville’s favorite pizza places
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share the secrets behind their acclaimed restaurants in a cookbook featuring
more than 100 recipes. NAMED ONE OF THE BEST COOKBOOKS OF FALL 2018 BY THE
NEW YORK TIMES AND PUBLISHERS WEEKLY Legions of fans line the block as they
flock to Emily and Matt Hyland’s flagship restaurants EMILY and the popular
spinoff Emmy Squared. Now, with their irresistible debut cookbook, they share
their delicious and doable recipes—no wood-fired oven or fancy equipment
required. You’ll be shown how to re-create such crowd-pleasing favorites as
their famous round pizza, the iconic Detroit pan pizza, and their legendary
EMMY Burger, the juicy wonder that tops many New York City “Best Burger”
lists. But EMILY: The Cookbook is more than pizza and burger perfection.
You’ll also find recipes for small plates (Nguyen’s Hot Wings with Ranch
Dip), salads (Shredded Brussels Sprouts with Blue Cheese, Bacon, and Miso
Dressing), sandwiches (Lobster Salad Sandwich), pasta (Campanelle with Duck
Ragù), cocktails (a Killer Colada), and scrumptious desserts (Rocky Road
Brownies with Rum Ganache Dip). Packed with photos and handy tips, EMILY: The
Cookbook is a fabulous find for people who want new ways to entertain, feed,
and wow their friends and family. Praise for EMILY: The Cookbook “With EMILY:
The Cookbook, the chef Matthew Hyland and his wife and business partner,
Emily Hyland, deliver what is perhaps the first really full-throated American
pizza cookbook.”—Sam Sifton, The New York Times “The husband-and-wife
culinary team behind the New York City restaurants Emily and Emmy Squared
serve up more than 100 recipes in their excellent debut collection. . . . The
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Hylands bring an eclectic flair to some of America’s favorite foodstuffs . .
. culled from their restaurant menus, but designed for home
kitchens.”—Publishers Weekly (starred review)
  CE Marvin E. Newman Marvin E. Newman,2017-05-25
  New Glass Corning Museum of Glass,1979 A sampling of glass work by 196
artists from 28 countries.
  Linux Dictionary Binh Nguyen, This document is designed to be a resource
for those Linux users wishing to seek clarification on Linux/UNIX/POSIX
related terms and jargon. At approximately 24000 definitions and two thousand
pages it is one of the largest Linux related dictionaries currently
available. Due to the rapid rate at which new terms are being created it has
been decided that this will be an active project. We welcome input into the
content of this document. At this moment in time half yearly updates are
being envisaged. Please note that if you wish to find a 'Computer Dictionary'
then see the 'Computer Dictionary Project' at
http://computerdictionary.tsf.org.za/ Searchable databases exist at locations
such as: http://www.swpearl.com/eng/scripts/dictionary/ (SWP) Sun Wah-PearL
Linux Training and Development Centre is a centre of the Hong Kong
Polytechnic University, established in 2000. Presently SWP is delivering
professional grade Linux and related Open Source Software (OSS) technology
training and consultant service in Hong Kong. SWP has an ambitious aim to
promote the use of Linux and related Open Source Software (OSS) and
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Standards. The vendor independent positioning of SWP has been very well
perceived by the market. Throughout the last couple of years, SWP becomes the
Top Leading OSS training and service provider in Hong Kong.
http://www.geona.com/dictionary?b= Geona, operated by Gold Vision
Communications, is a new powerful search engine and internet directory,
delivering quick and relevant results on almost any topic or subject you can
imagine. The term Geona is an Italian and Hebrew name, meaning wisdom,
exaltation, pride or majesty. We use our own database of spidered web sites
and the Open Directory database, the same database which powers the core
directory services for the Web's largest and most popular search engines and
portals. Geona is spidering all domains listed in the non-adult part of the
Open Directory and millions of additional sites of general interest to
maintain a fulltext index of highly relevant web sites.
http://www.linuxdig.com/documents/dictionary.php LINUXDIG.COM, Yours News and
Resource Site, LinuxDig.com was started in May 2001 as a hobby site with the
original intention of getting the RFC's online and becoming an Open Source
software link/download site. But since that time the site has evolved to
become a RFC distribution site, linux news site and a locally written
technology news site (with bad grammer :)) with focus on Linux while also
containing articles about anything and everything we find interesting in the
computer world. LinuxDig.Com contains about 20,000 documents and this number
is growing everyday! http://linux.about.com/library/glossary/blglossary.htm
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Each month more than 20 million people visit About.com. Whether it be home
repair and decorating ideas, recipes, movie trailers, or car buying tips, our
Guides offer practical advice and solutions for every day life. Wherever you
land on the new About.com, you'll find other content that is relevant to your
interests. If you're looking for How To advice on planning to re-finish your
deck, we'll also show you the tools you need to get the job done. If you've
been to About before, we'll show you the latest updates, so you don't see the
same thing twice. No matter where you are on About.com, or how you got here,
you'll always find content that is relevant to your needs. Should you wish to
possess your own localised searcheable version please make use of the
available dict, http://www.dict.org/ version at the Linux Documentation
Project home page, http://www.tldp.org/ The author has decided to leave it up
to readers to determine how to install and run it on their specific systems.
An alternative form of the dictionary is available at:
http://elibrary.fultus.com/covers/technical/linux/guides/Linux-Dictionary/cov
er.html Fultus Corporation helps writers and companies to publish, promote,
market, and sell books and eBooks. Fultus combines traditional self-
publishing practices with modern technology to produce paperback and
hardcover print-on-demand (POD) books and electronic books (eBooks). Fultus
publishes works (fiction, non-fiction, science fiction, mystery, ...) by both
published and unpublished authors. We enable you to self-publish easily and
cost-effectively, creating your book as a print-ready paperback or hardcover
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POD book or as an electronic book (eBook) in multiple eBook's formats. You
retain all rights to your work. We provide distribution to bookstores
worldwide. And all at a fraction of the cost of traditional publishing. We
also offer corporate publishing solutions that enable businesses to produce
and deliver manuals and documentation more efficiently and economically. Our
use of electronic delivery and print-on-demand technologies reduces printed
inventory and saves time. Please inform the author as to whether you would
like to create a database or an alternative form of the dictionary so that he
can include you in this list. Also note that the author considers breaches of
copyright to be extremely serious. He will pursue all claims to the fullest
extent of the law.
  Water, Wood, and Wild Things Hannah Kirshner,2022-03-29 With this book, you
feel you can stop time and savor the rituals of life. --Maira Kalman An
immersive journey through the culture and cuisine of one Japanese town, its
forest, and its watershed--where ducks are hunted by net, saké is brewed from
the purest mountain water, and charcoal is fired in stone kilns--by an
American writer and food stylist who spent years working alongside artisans
One night, Brooklyn-based artist and food writer Hannah Kirshner received a
life-changing invitation to apprentice with a saké evangelist in a misty
Japanese mountain village called Yamanaka. In a rapidly modernizing Japan,
the region--a stronghold of the country's old-fashioned ways--was quickly
becoming a destination for chefs and artisans looking to learn about the
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traditions that have long shaped Japanese culture. Kirshner put on a vest and
tie and took her place behind the saké bar. Before long, she met a community
of craftspeople, farmers, and foragers--master woodturners, hunters, a paper
artist, and a man making charcoal in his nearly abandoned village on the
outskirts of town. Kirshner found each craftsperson not only exhibited an
extraordinary dedication to their work but their distinct expertise
contributed to the fabric of the local culture. Inspired by these masters,
she devoted herself to learning how they work and live. Taking readers deep
into evergreen forests, terraced rice fields, and smoke-filled workshops,
Kirshner captures the centuries-old traditions still alive in Yamanaka.
Water, Wood, and Wild Things invites readers to see what goes into making a
fine bowl, a cup of tea, or a harvest of rice and introduces the masters who
dedicate their lives to this work. Part travelogue, part meditation on the
meaning of work, and full of her own beautiful drawings and recipes,
Kirshner's refreshing book is an ode to a place and its people, as well as a
profound examination of what it means to sustain traditions and find purpose
in cultivation and craft.
  Backyard Oasis Daniell Cornell,Robert Atkins,2012 Published on the occasion
of the exhibition Backyard Oasis: The Swimming Pool in Southern California
Photography, 1945-1982, Palm Springs Art Museum, Palm Springs, California,
January 21-May 27, 2012.
  Introduction to Japanese Culture Daniel Sosnoski,2013-05-21 Featuring full-
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color photographs and illustrations throughout, this text is a comprehensive
guide to Japanese culture. The richness of Japan's history is renowned
worldwide. The heritage of culture that its society has produced and passed
on to future generations is one of Japan's greatest accomplishments. In
Introduction to Japanese Culture, you'll read an overview, through sixty-
eight original and informative essays, of Japan's most notable cultural
achievements, including: Religion, Zen Buddhism, arranged marriages and
Bushido Drama and Art—from pottery, painting and calligraphy to haiku, kabuki
and karate Cuisine—everything from rice to raw fish Home and Recreation, from
board games such as Go to origami, kimonos and Japanese gardens The Japan of
today is a fully modern, Westernized society in nearly every regard. Even so,
the elements of an earlier age are clearly visible in the country's arts,
festivals, and customs. This book focuses on the essential constants that
remain in present-day Japan and their counterparts in Western culture. Edited
by Daniel Sosnoski, an American writer who has lived in Japan since 1985,
these well-researched articles, color photographs, and line illustrations
provide a compact guide to aspects of Japan that often puzzle the outside
observer. Introduction to Japanese Culture is wonderfully informative, a
needed primer on the cultural make-up and behaviors of the Japanese. This
book is certain to fascinate the student, tourist, or anyone who seeks to
know and understand Japanese culture, Japanese etiquette, and the history of
Japan.
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  Concert Lighting James Moody,Paul Dexter,2016-10-04 Concert Lighting:
Tools, Techniques, Art, and Business Fourth Edition provides readers with an
updated look at how to succeed in the complex world of concert lighting
design and technology. The authors have reorganized the book into three
comprehensive and thoroughly revised sections, covering history, equipment
and technology, and design, and containing new information on LED technology,
pixel mapping, projection options, media servers, automated lighting,
solutions for moving lights, DMX, and Ethernet problems, and designer
communication and collaboration. This book also explores the cross-media use
of concert lighting techniques in film, video, theatre, and the corporate
world, highlighted with advice from master designers such as Bruce Rodgers,
Cosmo Wilson, and Sarah Landau. From securing precious contracts to knowing
the best equipment to use to design a show, Concert Lighting covers
everything a designer needs to know about working in the touring industry.
  Ecologies of Prosperity for the Living City Margarita Jover,Alex Wall,2019
Ecologies of Prosperity for the Living City is a collection of writings,
interviews, and projects exploring themes introduced during the 2016 Woltz
Symposium: Novel Synergies, the Instrumental Commons, and Dispersed
Concentrations. With new material from speakers Philippe Rahm, Nina-Marie
Lister, Marina Alberti, Paola Viganò, Niek Hazendonk, Albert Cuchí, and
Jedediah Purdy, the dialogue is framed by a series of seminal texts from the
20th century and reimagines existing urban challenges through exemplary
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design projects of today. Structured as a reader for students and design
practitioners, it promotes urban design as a catalyst for cultural, social,
and environmental transformation within cities, towns, communities,
institutions, and individuals faced with today's most pressing urban
challenges.
  How Do I Feel? Rebekah Lipp,2023-05-18 (PAPERBACK VERSION) Finalist in the
New Zealand Children & Young Adults Books Awards 2022 Storylines Notable
Books 2021 - Non-Fiction Winner #1 NZ Bestseller With 60+ definitions to help
improve emotional literacy, How Do I Feel?, is all about helping our children
learn to recognise and label emotions and feelings. Join Aroha and her
friends as they share how different emotions might feel in the body and how
each emotion might be helpful. This emotions dictionary is all about helping
children find the words for how they truly feel. Learning to recognise and
label our emotions correctly is such an important skill for life. Giving our
children this language helps to build emotional literacy. It is a gift to
give children the tools to know how to recognise what they truly feel and
that is it okay to feel all emotions. When they know that no emotion is
'good' or 'bad' and that all emotions provide messages, then it takes away
any attachment to that emotion being part of who they are. We may have
experienced this ourselves being labelled 'naughty' or 'out of control' due
to feeling angry a lot. However, this behaviour is just a way for a child to
communicate. Diving deeper into why they are acting that way, why they may be
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feeling the things they are, can help us find some answers with our child. It
can also help us find ways to help them empower themselves with tools to feel
better. Use this book to start conversations about different emotions. If you
can, give examples of things you have experienced. When you see a child
experiencing an emotion, help your child label it. Are you feeling ... right
now? This book can be used with children from 5 years of age up to 100+ as
everyone might get something from the book. There are over 200 emotions and
so we couldn't include them all in just one book, however, this book is the
most extensive book about emotions for children. Paperback - full colour
Pages - 142 Size - 216mm x 280mm (Landscape) Recommended Age - 5 years - 100
years+
  Japan Christopher Dresser,1882
  Global Geodetic Observing System Hans-Peter Plag,Michael
Pearlman,2009-07-25 The Global Geodetic Observing System (GGOS) has been
established by the Int- national Association of Geodesy (IAG) in order to
integrate the three fundamental areas of geodesy, so as to monitor geodetic
parameters and their temporal varia- ?9 tions, in a global reference frame
with a target relative accuracy of 10 or b- ter. These areas, often called
‘pillars’, deal with the determination and evolution of (a) the Earth’s
geometry (topography, bathymetry, ice surface, sea level), (b) the Earth’s
rotation and orientation (polar motion, rotation rate, nutation, etc. ), and
(c) the Earth’s gravity eld (gravity, geoid). Therefore, Earth Observation on
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a global scale is at the heart of GGOS’s activities, which contributes to
Global Change - search through the monitoring, as well as the modeling, of
dynamic Earth processes such as, for example, mass and angular momentum
exchanges, mass transport and ocean circulation, and changes in sea, land and
ice surfaces. To achieve such an - bitious goal, GGOS relies on an integrated
network of current and future terrestrial, airborne and satellite systems and
technologies. These include: various positioning, navigation, remote sensing
and dedicated gravity and altimetry satellite missions; global ground
networks of VLBI, SLR, DORIS, GNSS and absolute and relative gravity
stations; and airborne gravity, mapping and remote sensing systems.
  Architecture as Measure Neyran Turan,2020 In light of the current political
crisis around climate change, what can architecture possibly contribute
towards a new planetary imaginary of our contemporary environment beyond
environmentalism and technological determinism? Instead of conceptualizing
the idea of the environment as purely natural and in need of protection, as
solely a problem that needs to be managed, or merely as the Earth, which
limits the scope with a scalar bias, can we speculate on architecture as a
measure both to assess and to act upon the world? 'Architecture as Measure'
is an elaboration on this question, and on the disciplinary and cultural
potentials of such a provocation. It positions climate change as a cultural
and political idea that requires a renewed architectural environmental
imagination.0The book takes on this task by presenting a set of
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unconventional collisions between architecture and climate change, which all
extrapolate broader concerns of the city, environment, and geography through
the lens of specific architectural questions such as form, representation and
materiality.
  Introduction to Psychology Jennifer Walinga,Charles Stangor, This book is
designed to help students organize their thinking about psychology at a
conceptual level. The focus on behaviour and empiricism has produced a text
that is better organized, has fewer chapters, and is somewhat shorter than
many of the leading books. The beginning of each section includes learning
objectives; throughout the body of each section are key terms in bold
followed by their definitions in italics; key takeaways, and exercises and
critical thinking activities end each section.
  The Tea Book Linda Gaylard,2015-07-07 Where does tea come from? With DK's
The Tea Book, learn where in the world tea is cultivated and how to drink
each variety at its best, with steeping notes and step-by-step recipes. Visit
tea plantations from India to Kenya, recreate a Japanese tea ceremony,
discover the benefits of green tea, or learn how to make the increasingly
popular Chai tea. Exploring the spectrum of herbal, plant, and fruit
infusions, as well as tea leaves, this is a comprehensive guide for all tea
lovers.
  Creating with Shapes Usha Doshi,2017-09 The first title published by COS,
Creating with Shapes explores an innovative approach to design devised by
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Royal College of Art teacher and long-time COS collaborator Usha Doshi. We
are celebrating its launch with a limited edition womenswear collection that
uses the inventive methods Usha has pioneered.
  Video Green Chris Kraus,2004-08-27 Video Green examines the explosion of
late 1990s art produced by high-profile graduate programs that catapulted Los
Angeles into the epicenter of the international art world. Probing the
programs' own art-critical buzzwords, Chris Kraus asks how LA art came to be
so completely divorced from the city's other realities. Radicalized beyond
belief, Video Green does for contemporary art what Greil Marcus's Lipstick
Traces did for the 20th century, mapping the persistence of peripheral
culture.--BOOK JACKET.
  Take Your Time ,2021

The Top Books of the Year Oki Cube Craft.jpg The year 2023 has witnessed a
remarkable surge in literary brilliance, with numerous captivating novels
captivating the hearts of readers worldwide. Lets delve into the realm of
popular books, exploring the engaging narratives that have enthralled
audiences this year. The Must-Read : Colleen Hoovers "It Ends with Us" This
poignant tale of love, loss, and resilience has gripped readers with its raw
and emotional exploration of domestic abuse. Hoover expertly weaves a story
of hope and healing, reminding us that even in the darkest of times, the
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human spirit can succeed. Uncover the Best : Taylor Jenkins Reids "The Seven
Husbands of Evelyn Hugo" This spellbinding historical fiction novel unravels
the life of Evelyn Hugo, a Hollywood icon who defies expectations and
societal norms to pursue her dreams. Reids captivating storytelling and
compelling characters transport readers to a bygone era, immersing them in a
world of glamour, ambition, and self-discovery. Oki Cube Craft.jpg : Delia
Owens "Where the Crawdads Sing" This evocative coming-of-age story follows
Kya Clark, a young woman who grows up alone in the marshes of North Carolina.
Owens weaves a tale of resilience, survival, and the transformative power of
nature, entrancing readers with its evocative prose and mesmerizing setting.
These bestselling novels represent just a fraction of the literary treasures
that have emerged in 2023. Whether you seek tales of romance, adventure, or
personal growth, the world of literature offers an abundance of captivating
stories waiting to be discovered. The novel begins with Richard Papen, a
bright but troubled young man, arriving at Hampden College. Richard is
immediately drawn to the group of students who call themselves the Classics
Club. The club is led by Henry Winter, a brilliant and charismatic young man.
Henry is obsessed with Greek mythology and philosophy, and he quickly draws
Richard into his world. The other members of the Classics Club are equally as
fascinating. Bunny Corcoran is a wealthy and spoiled young man who is always
looking for a good time. Charles Tavis is a quiet and reserved young man who
is deeply in love with Henry. Camilla Macaulay is a beautiful and intelligent
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young woman who is drawn to the power and danger of the Classics Club. The
students are all deeply in love with Morrow, and they are willing to do
anything to please him. Morrow is a complex and mysterious figure, and he
seems to be manipulating the students for his own purposes. As the students
become more involved with Morrow, they begin to commit increasingly dangerous
acts. The Secret History is a exceptional and thrilling novel that will keep
you speculating until the very end. The novel is a cautionary tale about the
dangers of obsession and the power of evil.
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